Introduction
To date, pain research has focused almost exclusively on operant models to interpret the function and predict the consequences of pain-related interaction in chronic pain couples. However, evidence suggests that intimacy models of interaction may provide additional and alternative explanations for pain interaction. Specifically, intimacy models conceptualize some verbal expressions of pain-related distress as emotional disclosure, which the partner may validate or invalidate. This review compares and contrasts models of interaction in chronic pain couples, describes limitations of the existing research, and offers directions for future research. Although models of pain empathy suggest that facial expressions and other nonverbal behaviors convey important information concerning pain and other emotions [8], we focus this review on verbal communications for two reasons. First, it is not known whether nonverbal behavior can be understood using an intimacy framework. Second, others' interpretations of nonverbal behaviors are affected by accompanying verbal communication [12] .
Operant models of pain-related interaction
Simply put, operant models [6] as well as cognitive-behavioral [30] models of pain posit that pain behaviors -particularly facial expressions and paraverbal verbalizations [28, 29] -communicate pain to close others. Spouses' responses to pain behaviors may reinforce or punish those behaviors. A great deal of self-report and observational research has supported the operant model of pain in couples [27] . Evolutionary refinements to operant approaches have suggested that pain behaviors communicate pain to kin and safe others who can mobilize resources [31] . Intentionality may differ by the modality of expression [10] . For instance, deliberate, verbal communications are under greater cognitive and emotional control than facial expressions.
A limitation of operant and cognitive-behavioral models of pain is the focus on verbal pain behaviors such as rating or describing one's pain. Examples of verbal pain behavior in pain models are often restricted to pain ratings or descriptions of pain [6, 10] . However, individuals with pain may also describe their pain-related distress (e.g., ''This pain is really getting me down"). There have been few attempts in the pain literature to distinguish these verbal communications from verbal pain ratings. Instead, talking about one's thoughts or feelings about pain appears to be defined as yet another type of verbal pain behavior. Spouse responses -especially reassurance and emotional validation [6] -are considered to be possible reinforcers of that behavior. While this is one way to conceptualize these behaviors, there is an alternative approach to understanding the meaning of and reactions to verbal communications about pain-related distress.
The intimacy process model of interaction
Reis and Shaver's [24] interpersonal process model of intimacy has contributed to a growing interest in the meaning of couples' interaction behaviors. According to this model, intimacy develops when one person's self-disclosure of emotions is met with the partner's empathic and validating responses. Indeed, one's self-disclosure of emotions as well as the partner's responsiveness and empathy predict intimacy and satisfaction in couples [17] [18] [19] . With this in mind, verbal communications about one's thoughts and feelings about pain, may entail attempts to disclose emotion, recruit emotional support, and build intimacy.
An empathic and concerned response from the partner may also contribute to intimacy. Emotional validation, including empathic responses, enhances the emotion regulation process for both partners because such responses allow each person to process stressful or aversive stimuli [7] . In contrast, interactions characterized by invalidation, such as hostility or ignoring a partner's emotional responses, indicate rejection and disregard for the partner and, in turn, disrupt emotion regulation. For example, sadness and anger expressed by both partners is associated with greater depressive symptoms and pain severity in chronic pain couples [11] .
Using intimacy models in pain research

Verbal communications about pain-related distress and spouse responses
In contrast to operant models, in which talking about pain constitutes pain behavior that should be extinguished, intimacy process models of interaction [7, 17] conceptualize some types of verbal communications -namely, talking about one's thoughts or feelings about pain -as emotional self-disclosure. In some respects this formulation of pain talk resembles the communal coping 
